This agreement dated ___________________________ is between
__________________________________________________________(“Content Creator”) and The
Administrators of the Tulane Educational Fund and MediaNOLA (hereinafter collectively referred to as
“MediaNOLA”).

Content Creator grants MediaNOLA a non-exclusive, worldwide, irrevocable license to use images,
video, text, interviews, photos and any other copyrightable materials (Hereafters “Copyrighted
Materials”) provided to MediaNOLA by Content Creator for posting MediaNOLA’s Community
Mapping site, www.medianola.org, and for any other MediaNOLA project now or in the future.
Content Creator warrants and represents that: (i) it has the right to enter into this Agreement and grant the
rights granted herein, and that there has been no prior sale, publication, or transfer of rights to the
Copyrighted Materials that would in any way interfere with MediaNOLA being able to fully benefit from
this License; (ii) the Copyrighted Materials are Content Creator's original work, and do not now and will
not violate any existing intellectual property rights or related rights, including, without limitation,
copyrights, trademark rights, or any contractual rights, and that they contain no matter which, if
published, will be libelous, obscene, or a violation of any rights of publicly or privacy, or any law or
regulation. Content Creator further releases, and hereby agrees to indemnify, defend, and save harmless,
MediaNOLA, its agents, employees, licensees and assigns from any and all claims Content Creator, or
any third party, may have now or in the future for invasion of privacy, right of publicity, copyright
infringement or other causes of action arising out of the use, exploitation, reproduction, adaptation,
distribution, broadcast, performance, or display of the Copyrighted Materials or arising as a result of a
breach of any warranty or representation contained herein.
Content Creator grants MediaNOLA the right to alter the Copyrighted Materials, including but not limited
to changes in color and size, and creation of derivative works. Content Creator also authorizes
MediaNOLA to use any Copyrighted Materials in connection with promotion or other advertisements of
the Site. Content Creator waives any right to inspect or approve any use of the Copyrighted Material
which is consistent with this Agreement.
All Copyrighted Materials will be placed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0
Unported (available at http://creativecommons.org/choose/).
This constitutes the entire agreement between Content Creator and MediaNOLA and does not imply any
other relationship.

_________________________________
Content Creator

Vicki Mayer
__________________________________
MediaNOLA representative

